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Introduction

Questions of religious diversity and pluralism are of great importance in Western

societies and policies of diversity and pluralism must be based on a thorough

empirical knowledge (Beckford 2003; Heelas and Woodhead 2005b). It is therefore

no wonder that a large number of diversity and mapping studies have emerged in

recent years. These often local, regional and qualitative studies have greatly

extended our knowledge about questions of religious diversity and pluralism, but

they are also plagued by various problems. They often study only small areas,

give limited quantitative information about the religious groups, have limited

comparability across religious traditions, treat only certain types of diversity and

are mainly descriptive.

This chapter claims that studying religious diversity can be improved by using a

combination of census and national congregations study (NCS) methodology. With

this methodology, it is possible to study religious diversity in a comprehensive way

across all religious traditions and in its organizational, geographic, structural, and

cultural dimensions. We exemplify this claim by presenting both the state of the art

of mapping studies in Switzerland and the added-value of the results produced by

the first study with our research design in Switzerland and – for that matter – in

Europe.
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In what follows, we first comment on the state of the art and then describe our

new methodology in order to present a study using this framework to describe

various types of religious diversity in Switzerland.

State of the Art

Terminology: Diversity and Pluralism

We make a distinction between a descriptive and a normative way of dealing with

questions of religious diversity (Bouma 1997; Stolz and Baumann 2007).1 Reli-
gious plurality or diversity is used when describing a state of affairs in a value-

neutral way. This plurality or diversity can be analyzed in organizational, geo-

graphic, structural, cultural (or other) dimensions. Religious pluralism, on the other
hand, refers to normative ideas about the value of religious diversity; frameworks

that accommodate and regulate religious diversity; or everyday interactions

between individuals and groups in settings of religious diversity (Beckford 1999,

2003). In this chapter, we only look at the various dimensions of religious diversity

– leaving the description of religious pluralism to other publications.

Religious Diversity

In what follows, we give a state of the art concerning the different types of studies

that can be found on religious diversity in Switzerland (for an overview see

Baumann and Stolz 2007; Bochinger 2012). Our goal is to use these studies as a

backdrop to the kind of information we may obtain from the methodology we

propose in this chapter. While we give the most important literature on Switzerland,

we only point to some outstanding international literature on religious diversity.

A first type of publications consists of general overviews of religious diversity.
In such publications, various religious traditions are treated, often in an “egalitar-

ian” manner, describing the religious, cultural, structural and geographic attributes

of different religions and religious groups. A Swiss example of such a publication is

Baumann and Stolz (2007). This book also includes chapters on the historical

development of religious diversity in Switzerland as well as on the relationship

between religious diversity and various “societal subsystems”. A second example is

the book by Bochinger (2012) reviewing the results of National Research Program

58. Books of this kind normally rely on secondary sources; their comparisons, while

interesting, are of limited depth. Often, several experts on different religious

1 See for a more general treatment of “diversity”: Salzbrunn (2012).
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traditions collaborate to publish such a book, leading to a pooled expertise, but also

creating specific problems (see below). Well-known international publications of

this kind are Eck (2001) for the USA, Bouma et al. (2010) for Asia and Australasia,

Ferrari and Pastorelli (2012), Pollack (2008), Vertovec (2007) and Willaime (2004)

for European countries.

Second, we find publications using official statistical data. Authors of such texts
use various official statistical sources in order to describe religious diversity. In

Switzerland, Bovay (1997) is such a text, providing information on religious

membership since 1900, based on Swiss census data. Husistein (2007) is another

example, using official Catholic statistics in order to shed light on internal Catholic

diversity.

Third, there are so-called mapping studies. Authors of such studies normally

work on a limited geographic area, try to locate all the existing places of worship for

a single religious tradition or for several or all of the traditions, and visit these

places or conduct a qualitative description of the places and communities found. In

Switzerland, we find such mapping studies for the city of Zurich (Humbert 2004),

the city of Basel (Baumann 2000), and the canton of Ticino (Trisconi di Bernardi

2006). A project at the University of Lucerne continually maps religious diversity

in the canton of Lucerne2 and Rademacher (2007) has mapped spiritual groups and

new religious movements in the city of Bern. Such mapping studies are extremely

useful in getting a sense of the sheer complexity of groups in a certain area. On an

international level, one of the first important studies of this type is that directed by

Cnaan in Philadelphia. This contributed to the identification of 2,095 different

communities in this city (Cnaan and Boddie 2001). In the United States, other

surveys were subsequently conducted, such as the one by the United Way of

Delaware, which inventoried 100 communities in Wilmington (Cnaan and

Wineburg 2009) or the one made in a county of Michigan: the Kent County

Congregations Study (KCCS), which identified 720 groups in this area (Hernández

et al. 2008). In Europe, two groundbreaking projects based on congregation map-

ping must be mentioned. The first was conducted in England at Kendal, a town of

fewer than 30,000 inhabitants, by Heelas, Woodhead and their collaborators, who

visited the groups that they defined as the “congregational domain” and those of the

“holistic milieu” (Heelas and Woodhead 2005a, b; Woodhead et al. 2004). Hero,

Krech, and their collaborators conducted another large scale project in Germany to

identify the religious communities in the state of West Rhine-Westphalia (Hero

et al. 2008). Other surveys have been or are now in process in European cities, such

as Turku in Finland (Heino 1997; Martikainen 2004); the Aarhus area in Denmark

(Ahlin et al. 2012)3; or again in Great Britain in the context of the Community

Religion Project.4

2 http://www.religionenlu.ch
3 http://teo.au.dk/en/csr/religionindenmark/
4 http://arts.leeds.ac.uk/crp/
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A fourth kind of text analyzes the evolution of religious diversity concerning
specific religious traditions, often in regards to migration. In Switzerland, we find

many such studies. Some examples are the studies by Baumann (2004, 2009) on the

Tamil and Hindu diasporas in Switzerland, the texts by Behloul (2012a, b) on

Muslims from the former Yugoslavia in Switzerland or the work edited by Monnot

(2013a) on the institutionalization of Muslim organizations. Well-known inter-

national studies include the survey by Knott (2009) on Hinduism in Great Britain,

the book by Kay and Dyer (2011) on European Pentecostalism, and the studies on

the transformations and influences of Islam in Europe (Al-Azmeh and Fokas 2007;

Frégosi 2008; Göle 2011).

General Problems and Issues

We think that both the Swiss and the international studies mentioned have been

very useful and have greatly extended our knowledge of religious diversity. How-

ever, there are a certain number of shortcomings in many of them. While the first

two types mentioned – general overviews and official statistics – give an overall

picture of religious diversity, their comparisons are often very limited and lack a

certain depth. This depth is often found in the third and fourth types – the mapping

studies and the combination of studies concerning specific traditions – but these

studies have at least four other drawbacks:

1. They normally study a relatively small geographic region. Emerging from them

is an overall picture rather like Google maps: certain areas are very precise, with

a wealth of ethnographic data, while other areas are very pixilated. Some cities

or neighborhoods are richly documented while others are not investigated at all,

thus limiting a general representation of the situation.

2. Limited quantitative information. Many mapping studies are inherently quali-

tative, often relying on participant observation, interviews and documentary

analysis. While this is certainly very useful information, many interesting

questions about religious diversity require quantitative measures that are con-

sistently applied to all the studied groups.

3. Limited comparability. This third point is linked to the second. When different

religious groups are investigated with qualitative methods by different

researchers, the results are often difficult to compare. They are rarely based on

the same definitions of the object of study, which is here the religious commu-

nity. We also find in quite a few mapping studies that experts on certain religions

collaborate, each expert working on “his” or “her” religion. However, the

problem then arises that the ways in which the religious traditions are studied

vary, because different experts adopt different positions, requiring distinctive

methodologies. Of course, this leads – once again – to limited comparability

among religious traditions.
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4. Inapplicability to different types of diversity. It also appears that existing map-

ping studies often treat only certain types of diversity, while neglecting others. It

is rare that organizational, geographic, structural, and cultural diversity are

investigated systematically across religious traditions.

5. Inability to lead to theory testing. Finally, mapping studies are normally purely

descriptive, refraining from an explanation of the regularities observed. This is

due, on the one hand, to the methodological inclinations of the researchers; on

the other hand, however, it is also true that the data gathered from mapping

studies are seldom structured and complete enough to allow for systematic

explanation.

Our claim in this chapter is that a number of problems of all four types of studies

may be overcome – at least in part – with the methodology presented here. We of

course do not suggest that all studies on religious diversity should be abandoned in

order to do national congregations studies. Rather, we think that the study here

presented complements the existing ones very usefully, putting the latter into a

larger context and rendering scattered information comparable.

A New Approach: The NCS Method

To gain an overview with parameters permitting the sociological comparison of

local groups and communities, an important 3-year study was carried out in

Switzerland. Modeled on the survey of the NCS (conducted in the United States

in 1997–1998, and then conducted in a second wave in 2006–2007 under the

direction of Chaves (2004; Chaves and Anderson 2008), a major study has recently

been set up in Switzerland (Stolz et al. 2011). A notable difference with the

American study resides in the fact that, in Switzerland, a mapping of all the active

congregations has been undertaken.

Defining and Operationalizing Congregations

We define the term “congregation” as: “a social institution in which individuals

who are not all religious specialists gather in physical proximity to one another,

frequently and at regularly scheduled intervals, for activities and events with

explicitly religious content and purpose, and in which there is continuity over

time in the individuals who gather, the location of the gathering, and the nature

of the activities and events at each gathering. This distinguishes congregations from

other religious social forms such as monasteries or denominational agencies, which

are constituted mainly, perhaps exclusively, by religious specialists; religious

television and radio productions, whose audiences are not in physical proximity

to one another; seasonal celebrations, holiday gatherings, and other religious
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assemblies that may occur at regular but infrequent intervals; rites of passage,

corroborees, and other events that occur neither frequently nor at regular intervals;

and camp meetings, post-game prayer circles, pilgrimages, religious rock concerts,

passion plays, revivals, and other religious social forms that lack continuity across

gatherings in participants, location, or content of activities” (Chaves 2004: 1–2).

This definition covers the groups historically established in Europe, as well as those

in the process of implantation; it does not differentiate groups according to a

typology, but as specific organizational units regardless of the denomination, the

religious tradition or the cultural history of the group.

But is it really possible to apply the notion of “congregation” to non-Christian

religions? Here, it is important to bear in mind the exact definition given above. In

our view, Christianity, Judaism and Islam may clearly be seen as congregational in

modern societies, but even religious traditions that elsewhere are not organized

congregationally, such as Hindu traditions or Buddhism, tend to take this form

when they try to survive in the diaspora in Western countries. As Ammerman

(2005: 3) noticed: “there are common patterns in how people have chosen to

gather”. The organization of the diaspora pushes religious expression in a congre-

gational direction. This trend was first called “de facto congregationalism” byWind

and Lewis (1994). In Europe, the specialists have identified the same tendency

towards a “congregationalization” or a “templeisation” as an effect of the diasporas.

For example, Baumann observes that “Tamil Hindus in Germany and Switzerland

have been eager to establish collective places of worship, starting with small sites in

basements and private rooms, and gradually moving on to much more spacious

halls for worship and social gatherings” (Baumann 2009: 166). Thus, we argue that

we find in many religious traditions “local communities” or “congregations” as we

have defined them above, and that it is feasible to include them in our compre-

hensive list, if they conform to the definition.

Conducting a Census

We conducted a census from September 2008 to September 2009, counting all local

religious groups in Switzerland. This was done by combining all sources of

information we could find, such as:

– existing lists of local religious groups by Churches and Federations

– existing lists (published or not) by scholars of religion

– existing lists appearing on institutional internet sites, directories or databases

– data collected from the terrain with, notably, snowball sampling and indications

from informers within the religious milieus.

We combined all this information, finely filtering the types of organizations so as to

identify only the local religious groups (congregations). Each entry on the final list

was checked by two independent sources of information.
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Of course, a certain number of hybrid phenomena exist and, accordingly, we had

to develop specific rules of decision for “difficult cases” (Marzi 2008). These rules

were based partly on the criteria to distinguish a religious organization described by

Jeavons (1998) and the definition of religion given in Stolz (2010: 7).

Conducting a Representative Survey of Congregations

In the second phase of our study, we drew a representative sample of 1,040 religious

communities in Switzerland, starting from the census report. The existence of the

census data allowed us to stratify our sample and to overrepresent religious

minority groups. This is why our data let us compare local religious groups across

both majority and minority traditions. For every chosen congregation, one key

informant (in most cases the spiritual leader) was interviewed by telephone

(CATI) in one of the three national languages. A closed question questionnaire

was used that was adapted from the American counterpart (Chaves and Anderson

2008).5 Special care was taken to adapt the questionnaire to Swiss conditions and

the whole range of religious traditions.

In order to avoid well-known types of bias in key informant studies, the

approximately 250 questions were centered on concrete and verifiable practices

as well as on the tangible characteristics of the organization for which the respon-

dent could provide reliable information (Chaves et al. 1999: 463–465; McPherson

and Rotolo 1995: 1114). The various religious federations supported the project by

encouraging the local leaders to take part in the inquiry, thus producing a response

rate of 71.8 %.6

Assessing the Diversity of Religious Diversity:

Organizational, Geographic, Structural, and

Cultural Comparisons

In what follows, we show that the combination of a census and a NCS is able to

capture social/organizational, geographic, and cultural diversity in a comprehensive

way, thus avoiding the “Google map problem” of only selective precision. We

illustrate these claims with various examples.

5 For the adaptation of the questionnaire, we refer to Behling and Law (2000); Forsyth et al. (2007).
6 The response rates correspond to RR1 calculated according to the standards defined by the

AAPOR (2011).
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Organizational Diversity: 5,734 Congregations

Our data allows us to give exact statistical information on the number and percent-

ages of local religious groups in Switzerland, that is, social/organizational diversity

(Table 1). From September 2008 to September 2009, we identified 5,734 local

religious groups active on the Swiss territory. The census survey lets us first observe

Christian diversity. We counted 1,750 Catholic communities (30.5 %) and 1,094

Reformed parishes (19.1 %). 1,423 congregations are Evangelical, representing

one-quarter of the local groups. All other Christian traditions have a much smaller

percentage of local religious groups. The one big surprise in this list is the very high

number of Evangelical congregations. The evangelical milieu in Switzerland makes

up only about 2–3 % of the population, but it produces about a quarter of all

congregations! The obvious explanation is that Evangelical local groups are all

rather small in comparison to, say, Roman Catholic or Reformed groups.

Almost one out of five communities in Switzerland (17 %) has its roots in a

tradition that is not Christian. If one-third is linked to Islam (5.5 %),7 let us highlight

the internal diversity of these groups: they include Sunni communities (Hanefites,

Malechites, Hanbalites, Shafiites); Sufi communities; Shi’as of various traditions

such as the Alevis, the Ismaelians, etc.; and a number of groups considered as

dissident by Sunni Islam, such as the Ahmadiyya, who built the first mosque in

Switzerland in Zurich, and the Abashes, who have the main mosque in Lausanne

(Monnot 2013a: 33).

For the other non-Christian collectivities, the groups are very varied, too. For

Buddhism (2.5 %), let us note that the first Tibetan monastery in Europe was

founded in Switzerland, at Rikon, then a second near Montreux. Both the traditional

Buddhist currents (Theravada, Mahayana, Vajrayana, Zen) and the neo-Buddhist

ones are present in communities in Switzerland. The same is true of Hinduism

(3.3 %), with both the traditional groups, such as the Tamil temples, and the

Neo-Hindu groups, such as Hare Krishna (ISKON, six groups), Yoga (Sahaja,

self-realization, etc. 0.5 %), and Transcendental Meditation (0.2 %). We also

count groupings of Sikhs (0.8 %), Baha’is (0.7 %), as well as various communities

(4.5 %) including esoteric groups (1.1 %), Spiritualism (0,8 %), Scientology

(0.5 %), six circles of Grail movement and many more besides.

Geographic Diversity: The Urban-Rural Gap

Our methodology can also describe the geographic religious diversity in Switzer-

land. Geographical religious diversity is not distributed homogeneously over the

national territory; it mainly concerns the cities. This can be seen, first, by looking at

common measures of diversity on the basis of the number and size of different

7 For one-half of the regular non-Christian worshipers.
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traditions. Using the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, we find that the supply of

congregations is “moderately concentrated” with an index at 2035.

Second, we see that cities are also much more diverse in that they have the most

non-Christian and non-established groups (Fig. 1). In the cities, we find 31 % of

non-Christian groups: Buddhists, Hindus, Jews, Muslims, New Religious Move-

ments and others 11 % of Other Christians (e.g. Lutherans, Anglicans, messianic

congregations: Jehovah’s Witnesses, Latter Day Saints, New-Apostolics, etc.) and

32 % of Evangelicals – leaving only 26 % to the established Christian groups. In

rural areas, on the other hand, we find only relatively small percentages of

non-Christians (5 %), other Christians (5 %) and Evangelicals (17 %). 74 % of all

the groups belong to the established Churches: Roman Catholics and Reformed.

The rural areas show a traditional profile, with an important supply (in relation to

the number of inhabitants) in the two historical denominations. The more urban is

the geographic space, the greater is the diversity. In the city, on the one hand,

Christianity is fragmented into small groups of different denominations and, on the

other, non-Christian communities can find room to become established. Several

reasons for these disparities can be cited. Historically in Switzerland, the city was

the most suitable place for the Reformation, opening the door to Protestant diver-

sity. More recently, the city has been the favored environment for migration

(Wihtol de Wenden 2004). Since the beginnings of the Chicago School with

The City by Park et al. (1925) or – as far as migration and religious communities

are concerned – The Ghetto by Wirth (1928), we know that the city plays a

central role in the absorption of migration. With our methodology, we can measure

the impact on religious diversity and thus better understand the disparities in order

to document the different dynamics that stem from it.

Table 1 Distribution of

congregations by religious

tradition Religious tradition

Congregations in Switzerland (2008)

N %

Roman Catholic 1,750 30.5 %

Christ Catholic 35 0.6 %

Reformed 1,094 19.1 %

Evangelical 1,423 24.8 %

Orthodox 58 1.0 %

Other Christian 399 7.0 %

Jewish 33 0.6 %

Muslim 315 5.5 %

Buddhist 142 2.5 %

Hindu 189 3.3 %

Other religions 296 5.2 %

Total 5,734 100.0 %

Source: NCS, University of Lausanne 2008
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Structural Diversity: Buildings, Wealth and Staff, Membership

Our methodology also lets us analyze religious diversity in the social/structural

dimension. This dimension is often neglected in texts on religious diversity.

However, it is of utmost sociological importance. In our study, we were able to

reduce the complexity of religious groups to four large profiles: the recognized

communities, the non-recognized Christian communities, the non-Christian congre-

gationalist communities and “spiritual” groups organized as networks.

These different profiles were arrived at by inductive analysis of various kinds –

but they can best be presented as following from three distinctions (Monnot 2013b)

(Fig. 2).

First, we distinguish local religious groups that are established (State recog-

nized) from those that are not established. In the first group, we find Reformed and

Catholic churches. They enjoy a public recognition in most cantons (the exact

effects of recognition vary)8 and their local groups enjoy administrative, legal and

fiscal advantages that the other groups do not have.

Second, and among the non-established groups, we distinguish those that are

Christian and those that belong to other religious traditions. Historically, the

associative forms of Western society have influenced the Christian institutions.

Fig. 1 Types of denominations according to the urban/rural characteristics of the areas (Source:

NCS, University of Lausanne 2008)

8 See for the details: Pahud de Mortanges (2007) In some cantons, other religions may also be

recognized.
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Third, and among the non-Christian groups, we distinguish on the one hand

groups whose religious traditions are based on a collective and organized ritual such

as the Jews and the Muslims, the Buddhist temples, the Hindu temples connected

with the diaspora (Baumann 2009; Baumann et al. 2003; Knott 2009) and, on the

other hand, groups favoring networks and an alternative and individual spirituality,

close to that which Heelas and Woodhead (2005a) have named the “holistic

milieu”.

Together, the three nested distinctions thus lead us to the four profiles that we

will now briefly describe. Our claim is that these four profiles make sense of much

of the structural diversity of local religious groups in Switzerland. As Table 2

shows, the first is constituted by the historical, majority and state-recognized
Churches, founded on average before the seventeenth century. The communities

of this category meet in dedicated religious buildings that, very often, they own

(or have the right to use) and that benefit from historic preservation. These groups

have many members; they have a high income and provide their university-

educated leader with a comfortable salary, full-time in three-fourths of cases. The

worshipers meet in a community close to their homes. The audience there is old and

much feminized. An interesting aspect to point out here is the relatively low rate of

education/awareness training of the children in the community context. This rate

reflects the strong institutionalization of the groups rather than a weak following

among the youth. In fact, their status allows them, in more than one-third of cases,

to provide religious education within the school system. Moreover, the parishes are

Fig. 2 Four structural profiles (Source: NCS, University of Lausanne 2008)
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interlinked with the Churches that organize or centralize certain services such as

catechism.

The non-recognized Christian congregations were mostly founded in the nine-

teenth and twentieth century (mean: 1940). A little more than one-third of the

groups rent their premises because they do not possess any. The annual income of

the communities is four times lower than that of the recognized Churches. The

spiritual leaders work as volunteers in four communities out of ten and a little less

than half are employed full-time for a salary of about 42,000 CHF.9 In six cases out

of ten, the leaders have had a university education. In these groups, the median

number of regular worshipers corresponds to the number of affiliated persons,

Table 2 Four large institutional profiles

Mean

Recognized

Churches

Non-

recognized

Churches

Non-Christian

group type

Non-Christian

network type

History and Building

Founded (year) 1690 1940 1975 1984

Historic preservation of the

building

74 % 17 % 20 % 7 %

Religious building 98 % 59 % 35 % 6 %

Rent premises for religious

practice

3 % 34 % 46 % 64 %

Wealth and Staff

Annual income of the con-

gregation (CHF)

850’000 220’000 110’000 13’000

Annual salary of the leader

(full-time in CHF)

91’000 42’000 24’000 0

Paid spiritual leader 98 % 62 % 43 % 4 %

Full-time spiritual leader 70 % 45 % 32 % 0 %

Paid staff (part and full-

time)

7 2 2 0

University education of the

leader

98 % 60 % 63 % 15 %

Age of the leader (years) 51 49 47 54

% of female spiritual leaders 12 % 8 % 9 % 50 %

Members

Affiliated members (theo-

retic mediana)

1,400 75 270 16

Regular attendants (median) 90 80 60 15

Female regular attendants 66 % 57 % 42 % 64 %

Regular attendants aged

60 and more

58 % 29 % 22 % 20 %

Source: NCS, University of Lausanne 2008
aEstimate of the number of affiliated persons identified in Switzerland (Bovay 2004) calculated

from the number of persons having a “link” to a congregation (NCS, University of Lausanne 2008)

9 CHF: Swiss Francs. The average Swiss salary is 60,000 CHF (FSO 2012: 19).
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indicating thereby that a member is almost automatically an active person in the

community, which is not the case for members of the recognized congregations.

The members must travel a little further to practice, but the majority nevertheless

resides less than 10 min away. Contrary to the preceding group, the local commu-

nity strongly organizes the religious education of the children.

The profile of non-Christian groups based on a collective ritual resembles that of

the non-recognized Christian communities, since legally they are on the same level.

However, the non-Christian congregations are distinguished by a greater instability

and recency of the group with a strong foreign presence: only one celebration out of

five is given in the language of the linguistic region. Founded on average late in the

twentieth century, these communities, in four cases out of ten, do not own premises

in which to meet. The average income is circa 110,000 CHF and one-third remune-

rates a spiritual leader. Another point to bring out is their relative similarity with the

recognized Churches regarding the number of affiliated members, very much higher

than that of the regular worshipers, since the latter represent about one-fifth of the

affiliated. A particularity to note here is the relatively high proportion of men who

regularly attend the religious ceremonies. This element depends on traditions and

theological elements, in Islam and in Judaism, which strongly differentiate religious

practices according to gender.

The final profile assembles smaller, more recent groups, meeting in premises
that are “not religious”, sometimes in centers shared by several groups (alternative
spirituality). Their leadership is mainly voluntary since only one group out of ten

provides a leader with a salary, and is strongly feminized since a woman directs

almost one group out of two. The latter point distinguishes these groups very clearly

from the others, since only the recognized Churches and especially the Reformed

Church have more than one group out of ten with a female spiritual leader. In

groups of the holistic milieu, the number of affiliated members corresponds to that

of the regular members, who travel much more than do members of the other groups

to get to the place where the main spiritual activities occur. The members, who are

mostly adult women, attend these groups in order to experience well-being, develop

their personality, and grow spiritually. In this sense, another important point to

highlight is that the communities of this category are clearly distinguishable from

the others by the absence of the transmission to and education of children. The

center of attention is thus the adult member. This category corresponds, at the

institutional level, to the “holistic milieu” of Heelas and Woodhead (2005a) or

Mayer (1993).

Cultural Diversity: Worship Modalities

Our methodology further lets us compare the groups on the cultural level. Qualitative

studies often analyze this type of diversity, but seldom succeed in comparing it across

religious traditions; in quantitative studies, cultural diversity is rarely measured.
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In the following, we show religious diversity concerning celebrations across religious

traditions.

As could have been expected, religious celebrations in Switzerland vary greatly

according to religious traditions – our methodology, however, lets us estimate for

the first time just how much they differ on both a number of general dimensions and

very specific attributes.

Take, for example, the length of the religious service. In Fig. 3 we see that

Roman Catholics have, on average, the shortest religious services (54 min), while

Orthodox groups clearly have the longest services (more than 200 min on average).

Other religious traditions fall between these extremes. However, we can compare

not only the absolute length of the religious service – but also the relative length of

various internal components. Thus, we can see from Fig. 3 that Reformed services

are much shorter than Orthodox services – but that they give the same amount of

absolute time to the sermon – about 15–16 min. Another way to say this is that the

sermon is relatively more important to the Reformed tradition. Again, this is what

we would have expected – but here we can (we think for the first time) estimate the
differences.

Let us go a bit deeper into the description of the four domains of ritual elements

that we distinguish in religious services across traditions:

Prayer

Concerning meditation, prayer and liturgical acts, the non-Christian groups

distinguish themselves by a major portion for this type of element, which repre-

sents more than 50 % of the time of celebration. For the Christians, this element

also remains close to one-half of the celebration time. The groups with Protestant

roots spend less time on ritual and on prayer, but more on preaching. This is the

opposite for the Roman Catholics or the Christian Catholics. For the Orthodox, let

us point out further that the priest accomplishes a major part of the ritual by

singing, thus blending two elements that remain much more separate in the other

denominations.

Music

The portion of music is also very diverse. The Christian groups all spend between

20 and 30 % of the celebration time on music (with the exception of Orthodox

worship with more than 60 % of the celebration sung). On the other hand, for the

non-Christian communities the time for singing or music is minor, since the

groups generally do not sing for more than 10 % of the celebration time, with

the exception of the Jewish groups; Hindus, who devote 40 min to music and
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singing per celebration; and the Sufi fellowships (included in the Muslim

category).10

Sermon

The sermon, for all the groups, is the shortest part of their celebration. Two poles

emerge, however, with groups where the time for the sermon is marginal and those

where it nevertheless represents an important part of the ritual. At one pole, the

Baha’i have only a brief address of about 1 min on average; Catholic priests speak

for 6 min; Jewish rabbis 12 min, etc. At the other pole are the groups sprung from

average in minutes)

Fig. 3 Time of prayer, music, sermon and fellowship for 13 religious categories (average in

minutes) (Source: NCS, University of Lausanne 2008)

10 The Muslims sing from 1 to 2 min in their celebration if we take the call to prayer into account.

For many Muslims, the practice of music is forbidden (which is not the case for singing). The

average for the denominational category is higher than these few minutes because of the Sufi

fellowships.
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Protestantism, where preaching takes on a central character and occupies slightly

less than one-third of the celebration time.

Fellowship

Concerning fellowship, it is notable that the longer the ceremony is, the more time

the worshipers spend together. An Orthodox Christian who has just spent an

average of two and a half hours in praise spends another hour with his or her

coreligionists in informal discussion. At the other extreme, Catholics who have

spent on average 54 min in the celebration spend only slightly more than a quarter

of an hour in fellowship. The length of the celebration and that of the time spent

informally by the worshipers indicates the type of community. For the groups with a

population with a strong immigrant background, the community represents an

important center for networking. The celebration is longer, with a greater formal

and informal participation of the members. For the others, the celebration is

primarily a practice before being a community of fellowship.

Using simple and comparable elements, we can thus analyze and compare –

apart from any theological considerations – the cultural production of very diverse

religious traditions. In principle – for lack of space we do not go into these questions

here – it is also possible to then explain these differences through various cultural,

structural, and historical factors.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown that existing problems and issues when studying

religious diversity may be tackled with a new methodology that combines a full

census and a national congregation study (NCS). Our claim has been that when this

method is used, all religious traditions may be compared in a great many dimen-

sions of religious diversity and in an extended geographic region. The data thus

gathered may illuminate both diversity and pluralism and allow for both description

and explanation of the phenomena observed. The study we have described has

analyzed the organizational, geographic, structural, and cultural diversity, as well as

aspects of the religious pluralism, of the whole range of religious traditions in

Switzerland. This study has led to an entire set of original results, hitherto never

observed. Our focus in this chapter has been to present the methodology and some

exemplary results. Further publications will present these results in much more

depth and will describe various contexts. We hope that other researchers will follow

up on this methodology in order to complement all local and regional mapping

studies with such national investigations, thus completing our knowledge of the

fascinating topic of the diversity of religious diversity.
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